
New Health Primary Care at New Horizons of the Treasure Coast  Division 7A Entry 

Research: Individuals coping with mental health issues tend to die more than twenty-five years sooner than the 

general public because of inattention to physical health needs. New Horizons of the Treasure Coast, the region’s 

non-profit provider of mental health and substance abuse services, initiated a primary care program on its Fort 

Pierce campus to address this appalling statistic. The Firefly Group was enlisted to brand the new service so that it 

would be distinct from the mental health side of the house but still clearly affiliated with New Horizons; develop a 

compelling logo; and create a campaign to educate potential clients and referral sources about the program. Firefly’s 

research showed that the priority clients for the program are existing New Horizons clients and that they are 

reluctant to seek care because they have for the most part had unpleasant experiences with health care entities in the 

past. It was determined they would most likely take part in a new program if their case managers, employed by New 

Horizons, directly intervene. A survey of case managers and other employees revealed a limited awareness and a 

lack of understanding of the primary care program and therefore a reluctance to fulfill their role as the primary 

referral source. 

Objectives: To brand the new primary care program as a separate but related entity to New Horizons; to develop 

materials that addressed the specific research on attitudes of mental health clients toward primary care providers; to 

increase the number of primary care patients by 20%, as required by the funding source, within two years. 

Implementation: A name was developed for the program, New Health Primary Care, to emphasize the newness of 

the approach to the problem and the attention to health issues. The “New” in the name also connects with the “New” 

in “New Horizons,” the parent organization. A logo incorporated a heart to suggest the attitude of the program. A 

card similar to a business card was developed for case managers to give personally to clients, inviting them to meet 

with the Medical Director, Will Joyce, PA. It included his picture to emphasize his welcoming nature and to ease 

clients’ fears about whom they would be meeting, and it provided space for the appointment time and date along 

with directions to the clinic. The card also included a photo of the waiting room so prospective clients could see that 

the space is open, clean, and safe---qualities that matter to people who have not felt welcome in the traditional health 

care system. A brochure was developed using these same welcoming elements. To address staff awareness and 

knowledge of eligibility of their clients for the clinic’s services, an infographic was developed. With few words and 

vivid graphics, the poster clearly showed eligibility and the referral process. The posters were hung in the break 



rooms of all New Horizons offices at the conclusion of educational sessions conducted by Will Joyce. Snacks were 

provided as a lure for staff to attend the program and take the referral cards. Monthly staff newsletters included an 

engaging story about a client who had been well served by the clinic, and once again the steps for referring a client 

were outlined. Clients who had used the service were interviewed, and their stories were submitted as news releases, 

which ran in several local publications. A columnist for the regional media outlet wrote a story in praise of the clinic 

and its approach to this major health issue. 

Evaluation: The materials developed for New Health Primary Care at New Horizons met the criteria stipulated by 

the client and suggested by the research; the two-year goal of a 20% increase was met within six months; within 

nine months, the Clinic was in the news for having welcomed its 700
th

 patient, an increase of almost 25% in less 

than one year of the two-year allotted time frame. 

Budget:    Creative costs for logo, brand development, and collateral pieces: $725;   printing of brochures, referral 

cards and infographic posters: $872; staff hours: 220.    


